
When he first came to Denver 
in 1999 to try to jumpstart a 
movement for change in a few 

struggling neighborhoods, the Casey 
Foundation’s Garland Yates was clear 
about one thing: he needed to engage 
local organizers. He was also clear that 
the Making Connections initiative needed 
to “use some of the understandings about 
how to engage and empower communities 
that come out of organizing.” 

To do this, he asked a range of organiz-
ers and groups in Denver to begin meeting 
to explore how they and Making Connec-
tions might work together to strengthen 
organizing in this city and build a move-
ment of residents and other “stakehold-
ers” that could actually achieve long-term 
change in these neighborhoods. 

The results of this have been quite inter-
esting. One result has been some signifi-
cant organizing success stories: 

• A large group of parents have been orga-
nized and trained to create an impressive 
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“On the big battles, we were 
getting our butts kicked.”

A Reflection by Mike Kromrey, Director of Metro Organization for People

• About why his organizing group became deeply involved in  
Making Connections Denver. 

• How this involvement has helped change Denver’s understanding 
of — and support for — organizing.

• And why any initiative that wants to build the voice of residents 
needs to use organizers and organizing principles. 
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 —COLE MIDDLE SCHOOL PARENT JOSÉ ARTEAGA”
“

Power of ParentsUnleashing the

To fi x their kids’ schools

A Making Connections Denver partner has found ways 

to engage parents in their children’s schools and make them 

articulate leaders in a district-wide school reform movement.

I learned…how blind we had been in 

matters of education. We didn’t know 

how bad our schools were.

Parent leader Erlinda Moreno 

speaks at a press conference 

outside Cole Middle School, the 

fi rst school to be forced to become 

a charter school after three years 

of failing test scores. Moreno 

became a member of the state 

committee evaluating potential 

managers for the schools.

 —BY TORY READ
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effort to reform Denver’s struggling school 
system (see Unleashing the Power of Par-
ents to fix their kids’ schools; page 13). 

• A broad coalition has helped convince the 
developer of a massive project near down-
town Denver to agree to a long list of com-
mitments, including jobs for neighborhood 
residents and environmental clean-up (see 
The Gates Cherokee Redevelopment Proj-
ect: “A huge step forward for low-income 
people in Denver”). 

A second result has been a dramatic 
change in the capacity of organizing 
groups in Denver and in the understanding 
and acceptance of organizing by several lo-
cal funders and government agencies. 

There are now 11 local funders that are 
supporting organizing. These 11 funders 
are working in a collaborative with seven 
organizing groups. The local funding plus 
support from a few national foundations 
adds up to well over $2 million a year go-
ing into organizing in Denver. 

“This is big money,” notes Terri Bailey, 
the Senior Research Officer of the Piton 
Foundation, a Making Connections part-
ner and a supporter of organizing in Den-
ver. “For organizing, it is enormous.” She 
adds that the organizing groups are now 
working together, running joint campaigns 
and “doing much more sophisticated 
analysis and organizing.”

Bailey adds that, “All of this has hap-
pened over the last five years because of 
Making Connections’ vision and Mak-
ing Connections’ investments. It is just a 
different time in Denver. Organizing has 
become part of the DNA of Denver.” 

“The work that is going on in Denver 
is fundamentally different now,” adds 
Peg Logan, director of the Chinook Fund, 
which has long supported organizing 
groups and which has been a close Making 
Connections partner. “The conversations 
that the foundations are having and that 
the organizers are having is completely dif-
ferent because of Making Connections.” 

Logan believes the key is that, “We  
had an opportunity to educate the people 
who work for foundations and agencies. 

“All of this has happened over the last five years because of Making 

Connections’ vision and Making Connections’ investments. It is just a different 

time in Denver. Organizing has become part of the DNA of Denver.”
—Terri Bailey
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“All of the training I have had has remained essential.  

I learned a lot. These things didn’t shift.  

I still carry these elements of organizing with me.”
—Mike Kromrey

“i totally caught the bug.”
a profile of Mike Kromrey

A summer job for which he didn’t even get paid 
got Mike Kromrey in trouble. Or at least that job 

got him started down the road to a career that often 
hasn’t been easy but has at least sometimes been 
“a lot of fun” and given him a sense that he has 
been working on issues that matter for lower-income 
people. 

That job during the summer of 1979 was doing 
organizing in Colorado Springs with ACORN, a long-
established community organizing “network” with 
affiliates in cities and towns across the country. 
This job followed an experience working with Catho-
lic Charities helping residents of a housing project 
get a community center.

“I almost quit school,” Kromrey remembers. “I got 
totally captured by what [organizers] do.” At the 
time Kromrey was studying social work in graduate 
school at the University of Denver. “Some of my 
friends from school still say that Mike was going to 
be a therapist but ended up an organizer.”

“I grew up with school teacher parents but not 
around activism. I came at it more from a caring 
perspective. I was like a lot of us in this work: do-
gooders doing the right thing in the community. I 
never knew what organizing was, just like my young 
staff here now. I’d never heard of it before. I didn’t 
know it existed.” 

Kromrey’s first paid organizing job was with Catholic 
Charities. He then began to work with a new group 
in Denver that Catholic Charities was supporting 
called Metropolitan Organization for People, or MOP. 
He says he did the “door-knocking” style of organiz-
ing in Commerce City, a community north of Denver. 

Kromrey continued doing organizing throughout the 
1980s, learning from long-time organizers like Mike 
Miller, Don Elmer and Shel Trap. 

Eventually he became the director of a new organiz-
ing group that was working in Northern Colorado 
called Congregations Building Community. He says 

the group’s work in this very rural, pretty conser-
vative part of the state was very successful. “We 
were having the time of our lives.” 

He became connected to the PICO network, which 
works with some 55 local federations throughout 
the US, most of which work through churches. In 
the mid-1990s, PICO asked him to consult with 
MOP, which had experienced impressive suc-
cess on a range of specific issues such as utility 
reform, but had been struggling to build its base 
of leaders. Eventually MOP’s board asked Krom-
rey to move back to Denver and become MOP’s 
new director, helping rebuild the organization. He 
agreed to do so. 

Working closely with his board and PICO, Kromrey 
was slowly able to rebuild MOP’s base in Denver-
area churches and begin to realize the board’s 
vision of a powerful regional organization that could 
transcend individual issues. 

“You get out on a big issue and it’s fun,” Kromrey 
explains. “After awhile, people forget where they 
came from. They become experts on a specific 
issue and forget that they don’t have a following 
anymore. They haven’t been back to talk to anyone 
in their church for 10 years. 

“As an organization, you can look really hot. You 
are leading the work on an important issue. But it’s 
very shallow underneath. We constantly deal with 
that tension.” 

Despite his willingness to be critical of some as-
pects of community organizing, Kromrey certainly 
has never come close to questioning its importance 
and its guiding principles. “All of the training I have 
had – the tactics, the strategy work around issues, 
how to identify an issue, how you train people to 
pin officials at public meetings, how to run a good 
public meeting – all of that has remained essential. 
I learned a lot. These things didn’t shift. I still carry 
these elements of organizing with me.” 
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Chinook Fund Director Peg Logan says there is 
now “much more flexibility in the way people are 
thinking in the organizing world.”
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Garland and the Casey Foundation had 
the cachet to bring the systems people to 
the table and give us the opportunity to 
educate them about organizing. To help 
them change the way they thought about 
the work they were doing. 

“It didn’t mean that they completely got 
it. It took time. But that didn’t matter. The 
conversation was on the table for the first 
time. That was huge.” 

“Over time,” adds Bailey, “people be-
came less uncomfortable with organizing. 
They became a lot more knowledgeable 
about it. They entered into relationships 
with organizers. 

“And they began to see not just the 
power of organizing, but also that the 
missing ingredient of all the work that all 
of us had been trying to do for years was 
the organized voice of people who are the 
most affected.” 

Just as important, Logan adds, is that 
the conversations that organizers are having 
are also very different. She says that most 
organizers were very wary of working with 
Making Connections when it first came to 
Denver. “They said, ‘We have nothing in 
common with them. It would be completely 
impossible to work with them.’ But now 
they are saying that, ‘This has worked for 
MOP (Metro Organization for People] and 
maybe we could do this as well.” 

“What’s happening now — organizers 
working together — is what we’ve been 
trying to do all this time. Making Connec-
tions broke all this open…. There’s much 
more flexibility in the way people are 
thinking in the organizing world.” 

Several people helped make this happen 
in Denver. In addition to Logan, one of the 
most critical was Mike Kromrey, the direc-
tor of MOP. In part because the timing 
was right for his organization, Kromrey 
got deeply engaged in the development of 
Making Connections in Denver. He be-
came part of a small group of people who 
met constantly during the first three years, 
helping design and build Making Connec-
tions locally. 

“People began to see that the missing ingredient of all the work  

that all of us had been trying to do for years was the organized voice  

of people who are the most affected.”
—Terri Bailey
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This deep engagement eventually paid 
off for his organization, which grew from 
one half-time organizer to 10 full-time 
organizers, in part as a result of support 
from Making Connections, in part as a 
result of support from other funders and 
even the city of Denver itself.

“The great thing about Mike’s role in 
this is his unbelievable vision,” says Lo-
gan. “His intellectual openness...that’s why 
MOP is the organization it is.”

In three interviews over the past two 
years, Kromrey explained why he and 
his organization decided to get so deep-

ly involved in a long-term, foundation-sup-
ported initiative like Making Connections, 
an opportunity that many organizers 
would avoid. 

One reason he invested so deeply in 
Making Connections is that he had become 
a little frustrated with the limited impact 
that many organizing groups have had on 
the reality of poverty. “We haven’t gotten 
as far as we would have liked. The scale 
is small. We’ve lost a lot of battles. We’ve 
won some too. But the significant, big 
battles…we were getting our butts kicked.” 

In these interviews, which were done by 
Diarist Project Coordinator (and former 
Denver diarist) Tim Saasta, Kromrey also 
reflects on the impact that getting involved 
in an initiative like Making Connections 

has had on his organization and on his 
own thinking. 

And he discusses why any long-term, 
change-oriented initiative that wants to 
engage residents and insert their voice into 
the conversation must seek out organizers 
and employ some of the basic principles of 
organizing. 

Why did you and your organization  
get so involved in Making 
Connections? 

Kromrey says that timing was crucial to 
the decision to get engaged with Making 
Connections. MOP, which was begun in 
the late 1970s, was struggling. Its board 
decided that it had to rebuild its base and 
expand its impact. Kromrey was hired to 
do just that. 

“We did a pretty serious examination 
of where we were at the time. On one level 
you could say, ‘My God, we were incred-
ibly successful. MOP had won $20 million 
in bank loans, a $25 million water treat-
ment plant, drug-free zones for the whole 
state, we helped get an Office of Consumer 
Counsel. We had a lot of pretty good tro-
phies on the wall. It was good stuff.”

But most of MOP’s work focused on 
specific issues. Kromrey and Lead Organiz-
er Ana Garcia saw that working on these 
issues hadn’t allowed MOP to become 
a strong organization that could have a 

“The great thing about Mike’s role in this  

is his unbelievable vision. His intellectual openness... 

that’s why MOP is the organization it is.”
—Peg Logan
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broader impact on low-income communi-
ties in Denver. Indeed, in focusing so much 
on issues, MOP and many of its leaders 
had lost touch with many of the residents 
of these communities.

“Our leaders started saying things like, 
‘Why don’t those people – other residents 
of their communities — appreciate what 
we’ve done FOR them?’ I knew then that 
we were in very, very deep trouble. We 
had developed very good people who had 
done tremendous things in the community 
but who weren’t really very much in touch 
with their communities anymore. They 
were in love with the issue, not the people 
anymore. And I think our staff was too.” 

Kromrey came to believe that, while or-
ganizing people around issues “was not a 
bad way of getting to people, it didn’t have 
the glue. We won issues, but we didn’t 
build community…. 

“MOP could turn out a 1,000 people 
for a meeting. But it was always around a 
crisis. It was mobilization.

“People got involved around a par-
ticular self-interest issue. They would put 
enormous amounts of time into this issue. 
I’ll never forget my first issue in Commerce 
City, a stoplight near a school. It was a 
HUGE amount of work. But then we 
never saw these people again. They never 
made the transfer from the issue to the 
broader organization, plus the staff had to 
do all the work. 

“I remember an article by an early or-
ganizer that was called, ‘Why am I doing 
all the work around here?’ That’s exactly 
what it was. We were the central hub of 
the relational work. The social capital was 
primarily about us.”

Kromrey came to see the staff-driven 
nature of many organizing groups as “the 

“We had developed very good people who had done tremendous things but who 

weren’t really very much in touch with their communities anymore. They were in 

love with the issue, not the people. And I think our staff was too.” 
—Mike Kromrey

The Current DPS Budget: What MOP Learned

  
  How the Budget is Divided
The DPS budget for 2006 was just over one billion dollars. 
Here’s how it is divided:
  

Denver allocates 51 percent of its general fund budget 
directly to schools. Central office budgets include, among 
other things, professional development programs, support 
services for technology programs, gifted programs, social 
services and special education. Non-education services 
include transportation, facilities, legal and security.

  Experienced Teachers are Unequally Distributed Across DPS
One problem affecting the district is an unequal distribution of experienced teachers. Under the current budget system, 
money follows the teachers, so new teachers bring fewer dollars to their schools.

Teachers with more experience get paid higher salaries, and they gravitate to better-off schools. New teachers get paid lower 
salaries, and they fill many of the toughest teaching jobs in high-poverty and bilingual schools. The third chart above shows that 
average teacher salaries are dramatically lower in schools that rate unsatisfactorily on Colorado’s School Accountability Report 
(SAR/CSAP).
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Per-student spending varies widely in Denver’s schools, 
from a low of $3,264 at Bruce Randolph Middle School 
to a high of $6,701 at Barrett Elementary. A variety of factors 
influence the payout to each school, including school size, 
teacher salaries, extra funds for at-risk students and extra 
funds for upkeep on older buildings.

How the Budget is Distributed
Some students in DPS get more than others.

The Piton Foundation’s Terri Bailey says that Denver’s organizing groups are now “doing much more 
sophisticated analysis and organizing.” These charts are from a MOP study of the Denver schools’ 
budget. 
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central weakness of what we were doing, 
of our model. Because when we had less 
staff, the organizations just all died. That’s 
what happened around the country.

“We preached the principle that  
leaders should have followings and we 
preached the ‘iron rule’: never do for others 
what they can do for themselves. But we 
violated that a lot. We still do. It’s very 
tough to do. Short cuts are so easy when 
you’re full-time professionals. That’s what 
social services is all about. Do for. Do for. 
But organizers can do the same things.” 

MOP had developed a base of church-
es, but even there, Kromrey says, “The 
churches viewed MOP as an organization 
that did something for them in the neigh-
borhood. We had failed in The Catholic 
Vatican II language of making justice con-
tinuative to church life.” 

MOP began working with an organiz-
ing network called PICO (People Improv-
ing Communities Through Organizing), 
which encouraged MOP to start building 
stronger ties to churches and potential 
community leaders. Kromrey was hired to 
do a series of one-on-one meetings with 
churches to talk with them about organiz-
ing and to find out what their interests 
were. 

“It was a total rebuilding process.  
But all organizing is rebuilding, so MOP’s 
story is not that different from many  
others. That’s the nature of this stuff.”

Through this process, MOP began 
to build a broader base of churches that 
crossed over income, race, neighborhood 
and denominational differences. The 
hope was to build an organization that 
could tackle larger, region-wide issues 
like housing and healthcare, issues that 
transcend individual neighborhoods or 
even cities. 

“One of the founders of our work, Saul 
Alinsky, said that, ‘The middle class has to 
be brought in to create true power.’ Low- 
income neighborhoods alone are not going 

“One of the founders of our work, Saul Alinsky, said that,  

‘The middle class has to be brought in to create true power.’ Low-income 

neighborhoods alone are not going to be able to solve these problems.”
—Mike Kromrey

Mike Kromrey says that, when he was young, he 
“never knew what organizing was, just like my 
young staff here now.”  This is MOP organizer 
Mateos Alvarez.
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to be able to solve these problems. They 
won’t be able to overcome their isolation.” 

By connecting churches and people in 
low-income neighborhoods with churches 
and people in middle-income neighbor-
hoods, groups like MOP hope to increase 
their impact. “I think scale has been a 
tremendous problem around the country. 
Tremendous stuff has been done, but we 
still lack scale….

This period of introspection and re-
building at MOP occurred at nearly the 
same time that the Annie E. Casey Foun-
dation was beginning its Making Connec-
tions (MC) initiative in Denver and many 
other cities. Because Denver’s long-time 
Site Team Leader Garland Yates has a long 
history working with organizers, he want-
ed to engage organizers in this new, long-
term, community-change initiative. 

Yates invited several organizing groups 
to discuss ways that MC could help or-
ganizing in Denver and how organizers 
could help MC achieve its goal of engaging 
residents and helping them find a voice. 
Kromrey and MOP became part of this 
informal group. Over time, Kromrey and 
the Chinook Fund’s Peg Logan became key 
partners of MC Denver. 

The question is why? “We saw an 
opportunity early on to engage with 
power institutions in a different way. 

A way to build community,” Kromrey 

explains. MOP didn’t see its role as an 
“irritant,” which Kromrey thinks is how 
organizing often gets marginalized. “Peo-
ple say, ‘Oh, that’s picketing. That’s the 
sixties.’

“I saw the opportunity 
to be part of something and 
that there was an openness 
by the initiative to be shaped 
by organizing. It was already 
using the right kind of 

language. Hearing it through my filter 
it seemed like, ‘Wow, they’re talking 
organizing.’

“There was an opportunity to not just 
help the narrow self-interests of organizers 
but also to engage with people who could 
be influential in looking at transforming 
communities and could credential commu-
nity organizing as a legitimate partner. 

“When I came back to MOP as direc-
tor, we were marginalized in the city. I was 
being paid to help bring this organization 
to its vision of a really broad organiza-
tion. I believed that to do this we needed 
to look for opportunities to change our 
reputation. And it wasn’t just MOP: we 
needed to change the way people in Den-
ver viewed who and what organizing is.” 

Not only did Kromrey and MOP see 
Making Connections as an opportunity, 
they also saw that it could be a threat. 
“Early on we were hearing that they were 
thinking that, ‘Maybe we should just do 

“There was an opportunity to not just help the narrow self-interests  

of organizers but also to engage with people who could be influential  

in looking at transforming communities and could credential  

community organizing as a legitimate partner.”     —Mike Kromrey
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our own thing.’ I thought, ‘Why would 
you start over when you have the groups 
you need here already?’ I hoped that they 
didn’t just go out and hire their own orga-
nizers – that would have been a disaster. 
So there was self-interest in participating.”

There was also a personal interest in 
being part of this initiative, Kromrey adds. 
“I like to try new things, things that work. 
I had the same core values and interests, 
which is transforming communities. I’m 
intrigued by what works. I wondered if it 
would work to be at a different table, sit-
ting at the table with a Myrna Hipp [then 
the director of the Mayor’s office of neigh-
borhood initiatives]. 

“Organizers tend to be insular at times. 
We talk to everybody, but sometimes 
because of power issues, because we’re try-
ing to put leaders at the forefront, we get 
rightfully nervous about the staff sitting at 
power tables without leaders.

“So we saw a lot of opportunity but at 
the same time a lot of risk. Getting in-
volved with this came with a price, a quid 
pro quo. There were a lot of elements in 
this initiative that weren’t organizing. I 
knew it was going to require some changes 
on our part if we wanted to play the game. 

“I also knew it would take a lot of 
my time. The question was, would it be 
worth it for the organization? But overall, 
the language, the long-term perspective, 
the chance to be a part of something that 
could more fundamentally transform these 
neighborhoods, the chance to show the in-
credible value of organizing – those things 
were all very attractive to me and fit nicely 
with what we were trying to do, which 
was to reframe what organizing was…. So 
it was timely.”

Has it been worth it? If so, how so?

Asked whether it has been useful to be-
come so involved in Making Connections, 
Kromrey answers “absolutely…. Making 
Connections has played a very key role in 
our growth.”

“We saw a lot of opportunity but at the same time a lot of risk.  

Getting involved with this came with a price, a quid pro quo.  

There were a lot of elements in this initiative that weren’t organizing.”
—Mike Kromrey 

“I wondered if it would work to be at a different 
table with a Myrna Hipp [above].”
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 It has been worth it for the obvious 
reasons, such as the growth in MOP’s size 
and impact. It has also been worth it for 
the dramatic change in how other funders 
and government officials understand and 
embrace organizing. “Some doors opened 
up for us,” explains Kromrey. “And not 
just on funding, though that’s very critical. 
People who either didn’t know anything 
about us or who didn’t like us began to 
open their doors to us and to organizing in 
general.” 

It was also worth it on a personal level, 
Kromrey adds. “There was a lot of person-
al self-interest because I ended up working 
with a group of people who were stimulat-
ing personally, intellectually, politically.” 
He says that on one level this personal 
satisfaction isn’t as important as all the 
organizational and political changes that 
have happened. But, he adds, “My self-in-
terest is important, too, for me to stay in 
this work for 25 years. 

“The team was awfully intriguing to 
me. When we started out, we didn’t know 
each other so we didn’t know if we could 
depend on and trust each other. We came 
from very different worlds.” But trust de-
veloped fairly quickly, Kromrey says. 

“It challenged us, pushed us, opened 
us up. It did a lot of the things I was 
interested in. We got to be part of helping 
craft it. Each side brought different 
interests to the table that they had to have 
met to stay in. 

“For us, we wouldn’t be here today if 
the initiative hadn’t moved in the direction 
it did, toward embracing organizing.” He 
adds that the initiative “takes seriously the 
need for residents to develop their own 
voice. 

“The fact that what we brought to the 
table was taken seriously and embraced 
by the initiative allowed us to be open. We 
were willing to try things.” One was doing 
workshops on organizing for city bureau-
crats and funders. Another was to accept a 
grant from the city to do organizing.

“This tested some of our ideological  
assumptions. It’s been really interesting. It’s 
pushed some envelopes. Every profession 
has its assumptions. They are usually based 
on a lot of experience and good thinking, 
but if you don’t change, you’ll die.”

One downside has been the amount of 
his time that the initiative has required and 
the number of requirements it has im-
posed. “I find myself asking, ‘How much 
of this is outside my organization and our 
interests. You’ve got to weigh the benefits 
with the things that are not in the interest 
of your organization. 

“But what’s been interesting are some 
of the other doors that have gotten opened 
because of the stuff we’ve done. Specifical-
ly, the city of Denver. It’s been just fasci-
nating.” 

The city has not only developed a much 
better understanding of organizing and 

“Some doors opened up for us. And not just on funding, though that’s very 

critical. People who either didn’t know anything about us or who didn’t like us 

began to open their doors to us and to organizing in general.”
—Mike Kromrey
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its potential value, it has also embraced 
MOP. “They’re referring groups to us to 
do organizing. They’re sending their own 
people to organizing workshops and tell-
ing people that, ‘You need to talk to MOP 
because you don’t know how to engage 
people.’ That’s just mind-blowing.”

Could this work for other  
organizing groups?

Kromrey does not believe that every orga-
nizing group could embrace something like 
Making Connections; indeed, several Den-
ver organizing groups that had been en-
gaged early in the process dropped out. “It 
stretched their ideologies too much. In their 
view it required too much compromise.

“The other thing is capacity. If you’re 
too small you just can’t get into this arena 
because it requires some infrastructure. 
That’s the other side: to work with the 
city you have to have a fairly sophisticated 
infrastructure: a payroll company, little 
things like that. You have to have enough 
money to cover your costs until you get 
reimbursed. 

“If you are really small you couldn’t  
be doing this. You’d have to be out orga-
nizing.” 

At the other end of the spectrum, long-
established, relatively powerful organizing 
groups probably wouldn’t be interested 
in becoming part of something like MC 

either, Kromrey thinks. “We didn’t think 
we were powerful enough to ignore it. We 
were starting up again so we didn’t have 
the impression of ourselves that we could 
get everything done by ourselves. 

“If MOP had been the power 
organization in the city, if we had been 
an organization of 80 churches and had 
always been in the paper and everybody 
knew us and we already had a five-year 
agenda for change, it might have been a 
different story. It may not have been in our 
self-interest to join. I don’t know because 
we weren’t those things.

“And for some groups, this is just way 
too out of their ideological spheres. They 
just think it’s corrupt. In relation to our 
school organizing, for example, that is 
very suspect with some folks in town.  

“The city is referring groups to us to do organizing. They’re sending their own people 

to organizing workshops and telling people that, ‘You need to talk to MOP because 

you don’t know how to engage people.’ That’s just mind-blowing.”
—Mike Kromrey
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For them, the system is completely bad 
and the principals are the enemy. They 
would never do an inside game. 

“For some, the fact that we have as big 
a budget as we do means we are already 
corrupt because we took money from 
large sources. For some people, big is bad, 
so taking money from UPS [the Casey 
Foundation’s money came from one of the 
founders of UPS, Jim Casey] would prob-
ably be out.” 

What’s been the reaction from PICO, 
MOP’s organizing network? 

“I think people are intrigued. ‘Good Lord, 
what are you doing here,’ is one reaction. 
We’ve stretched some stuff. Some of my 
colleagues would question us getting out 
of the faith context. They would question 
our school work: we’re not the only PICO 
organizing group that does schools, but 
we’re the vast minority.

“People are more intrigued by what we 
did. They want to know how it worked 
here in Denver when it didn’t work for 
them in some other city. Casey isn’t the 
only foundation doing these long-term 
initiatives.”

“There’s very creative work going on 
around the country. I believe the major na-
tional networks like PICO are really learn-
ing organizations, even though at times we 
all have our blind spots and we may miss 

opportunities. But overall, people who get 
into organizing and stay in it are looking 
for opportunities. 

“But you will absolutely find big differ-
ences in the way networks and community 
organizations relate to power institutions. 
Are they collaborative or combative? Do 
you really embrace ‘No permanent en-
emies; No permanent allies?’ 

“It varies dramatically. It’s very much 
influenced by the lead organizers and 
directors. Despite our work being bottom 
up, staff influence things that organiza-
tions do. 

“If you look around the country you’ll 
see tremendous innovation in some places. 
You look elsewhere and see people doing 
the exact same thing that they were doing 
40 years ago. They use the same language. 
The training is the same. I would say those 
are probably stuck organizations.

“It’s a very broad little world that I’m 
in. The spectrum of what people are trying 
and doing is large. But in general, people 
are really serious about how we transform 
our communities for the better. In our 
network here, people have done plenty 
of programmatic responses to problems. 
They’ve done after-school programs. 
We’ve brought in someone from PICO to 
train teachers to do home visiting because 
we felt it would work to build relation-
ships. There’s a lot of breadth. There’s a 
lot of interest.” 

“There’s very creative work going on around the country. I believe the major 

national [organizing] networks like PICO are really learning organizations, even 

though at times we all have our blind spots and we may miss opportunities.”
—Mike Kromrey
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Why was it important for Making 
Connections to engage organizers?

“I’ve read and heard Doug Nelson [the 
president of the Casey Foundation] and 
the language he uses and that the founda-
tion uses shows that they have come to the 
realization that you can’t just ‘do for’ a 
community. You can’t just turn people into 
clients. There is a recognition that turning 
a community into clients has destroyed 
communities in many ways. People lost 
their sense of being ‘active citizens.’ Their 
language really resonates with everything I 
believe. 

“So why community organizing? If you 
believe that socially engaged communi-
ties create better health, better jobs, better 
economic futures, all that stuff, then you 
have to ask, who’s been devoting most 
of their professional lives to figuring out 
how to engage communities? That is the 
primary concern of all community organiz-
ing groups, whatever their methodologies. 
It’s not advocating for people or serving 
people. It’s how do you get people engaged 
on their own behalf. That is the entire 
business of community organizing. 

“There are some fundamental things 
that organizers have learned over time 
about what works. To ignore that you ba-

sically won’t have this as part of your ini-
tiative. You might have it for a little while. 
You can pay people to come to meetings 
and they’ll show up. But when the money 
runs out, they’ll stop coming. 

“How do you mobilize people when it’s 
not a crisis? How do you systematically 
get people engaged in a disciplined way 
over time? The world of organizing just 
has the corner on that market. Period.

“But it’s not the corner on everything. 
It’s the corner on one part of this initiative. 
Where we can grow is how you tie this 
knowledge to getting a reading program at 
a school. Or tie it to getting people con-
nected to the EITC. 

“If you really do value residents, if you 
really want their voices at the table and not 
just in an advisory committee way, I don’t 
know anybody else in the country who has 
figured out how to engage people than or-
ganizers. Organizing has an understanding 
of how you develop grassroots leaders and 
help people develop their own voices.”

This is one of a series of reflections and reports about the work of Making Connections, a long-

term community change initiative supported by the Annie E. Casey Foundation. These reflections 

are available at: www.DiaristProject.org. For more information, contact Tim@CharityChoices.com.  

“If you believe that socially engaged communities create better [outcomes], 

you have to ask who’s been devoting most of their professional lives  

to figuring out how to engage communities? That is the primary concern 

of all community organizing groups.” —Mike Kromrey
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Mike Kromrey can be reached at Metro Organi-

zation for People, 1980 Dahlia St., Denver, CO 

80220, 303-399-2425, mike@mopdenver.org.  


